
able cheerful efficient honest persuasive spirited
absorbing chirpy effusive humorous pertinent splendid
acceptable clear electric illuminating phenomenal splendiferous
accomplished clever elequent illustrious plausible spunky
accurate coherent emotional imaginative pleasant staggering
ace! cohesive emotive impeccable pleasing stalwart
active comic emphatic important pleasurable steady
adept comical enchanting impressive pleasure stimulating
adequate commendable encouraging improved poetic striking
admirable competent energetic incisive poignant stringent
adroit complex enjoyable incredible polished strong
adventurous concise entertaining indefatigable polite stupendous
agreeable confident enthusiastic individual style powerful stylish
amazing consistent excellent ingenious practical sublime
ambitious contemplative exciting ingenuous praiseworthy substantial
amusing convincing expansive innovative precise subtle
animated copious expeditious inspired premier successful
appealing correct expressive interesting productive super
appropriate courageous exquisite intrepid profound superb
arresting courteous exuberant intriguing progress sympathetic
articulate crafty fabulous inventive promising talented
astonishing credible facile jocular proper terrific
astounding creditable factual jolly prudent thorough
astute crisp fair keen punctual thoughtful
attentive critical faithful kind pure thrilling
attractive cunning fantastic knowledgeable purposeful uninhibited
audacious dab fascinating laconic quick-witted unprejudiced
authentic daedal faultless lengthy rational valiant
awesome daring fiery light-hearted realistic valid
balanced dauntless fine likeable reasonable vibrant
beautiful dazzling firm lively refined vigourous
beefy decorative first rate lovely relevant welcome
beguiling deep fitting lucid remarkable well conceived
believable definitive flawless magical satisfactory well constructed
best delectable flowery magnificent satisfactory well defined
better delicate flowing marvellous satisfactory well expressed
boisterous delightful fluent masterful satisfactory well-informed
bold determined focussed memorable satisfying wide ranging
brave dextrous forceful meritorious scrupulous wise
breathtaking diligent fresh mighty secure witty
brief diplomatic full neat sensible wonderful
bright discerning funny noble sensitive zealous
brilliant discriminating game attempt notable serious
brisk distinguished genuine novel sharp
buoyant diverting glib observant shrewd
burgeoning doughty glorious orderly sincere
business-like dramatic glossy original skilful
canny dynamic good grasp passable skilled
capable dynamite! good quality passionate smart
capital eclectic gratifying patriotic solid
captivating economical great penetrating sound
careful educated helpful perceptive sparkling
champion effective Herculean effort perfect special
charming effervescent high quality persevering spectacular
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